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Abstract. The finite volume (FV) method is the dominating discretization technique
for computational fluid dynamics (CFD), particularly in the case of compressible flu-
ids. The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method has emerged as a promising high-
accuracy alternative. The standard DG method reduces to a cell-centered FV method at
lowest order. However, many of today’s CFD codes use a vertex-centered FV method
in which the data structures are edge based. We develop a new DG method that re-
duces to the vertex-centered FV method at lowest order, and examine here the new
scheme for scalar hyperbolic problems. Numerically, the method shows optimal-order
accuracy for a smooth linear problem. By applying a basic hp-adaption strategy, the
method successfully handles shocks. We also discuss how to extend the FV edge-based
data structure to support the new scheme. In this way, it will in principle be possible to
extend an existing code employing the vertex-centered and edge-based FV discretiza-
tion to encompass higher accuracy through the new DG method.
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1 Introduction

The finite volume (FV) method is currently the most widely used approach to discretize
the equations of aerodynamics. The method balances exactly—with respect to the cho-
sen numerical flux—the discrete values of mass, momentum, and energy between each
control volume. The type of control volumes together with the choice of numerical flux
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determines which particular flavor of the FV method that is employed. Unstructured
meshes are supported naturally by these methods, which allows for the treatment of
flows around geometrically complex bodies.

The accuracy of FV methods is typically limited to first or second order. Efforts to
increase the accuracy of the basic method include the so-called high-resolution schemes
(MUSCL, ENO, WENO), which attain better flux approximations through extrapolation
from directions where the solution is smooth. These schemes modestly increase the mem-
ory requirements, but the computational complexity grows with the order, since the im-
proved accuracy relies on enlarging the width of the computational stencil. The regu-
larity requirements on the mesh are thus likely to be high in order to obtain improved
results.

A different approach to increase the accuracy is the discontinuous Galerkin (DG)
method. It is a finite element method that does not explicitly enforce continuity be-
tween the elements as in a classic finite element method, but instead imposes a coupling
between the solution at different elements with the use of numerical fluxes, as in the
FV method. The DG method reduces to a FV method at lowest order, and can thus be
viewed as a generalization of the FV method to higher orders. The increased order is
not the result of an extrapolation procedure, as in the high-resolution schemes, but stems
from a local approximation of the differential operator. The computational stencil of DG
methods thus remains local regardless of order, and the quality of approximation can be
expected not to depend as much on the mesh regularity as for the high-resolution FV
schemes. On the other hand, the computational complexity and memory requirements
increase sharply with order for the DG methods. Nevertheless, since a coarser mesh can
be used, a higher-order DG method requires considerably less degrees of freedom to at-
tain a solution with a given error bound, compared with a FV method.

There has been a strong development of the original DG method (Reed & Hill [24])
since the early nineties; Cockburn et al. [9] review the state of the art at the turn of the
century. Hesthaven and Warburton give a thorough introduction to DG methods in their
recent book [19]. Currently there is a coordinated effort in Europe, in which we par-
ticipate, through the EU research project ADIGMA [3], which involves the development
and assessment of different higher order methods such as DG and residual distribution
schemes [2, 10] for the next generation of CFD software aimed at the aeronautical indus-
try.

Since DG is a generalization of the FV method, it is tempting to extend existing FV
codes to encompass a DG method, in order to avoid a complete rewrite of large and so-
phisticated software systems. A serious hurdle for such a strategy is that the standard
DG method is a higher-order version of the cell-centered FV method in which the con-
trol volumes coincide with the mesh cells (Figure 1a), whereas many of today’s codes
are vertex-centered where the control volumes are constructed from a dual mesh, consist-
ing in two dimensions of polygons surrounding each vertex in the original primal mesh
(Figure 1b). Some examples of vertex-centered FV codes are DLR-Tau [25], Edge [12],
Eugenie [15], Fun3D [17], and Premo [26].
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Km

(a) Cell-centered.

Km

(b) Vertex-centered.

Figure 1: Control volume schemes for finite volume methods. The computational node (white circle) is either
associated with mesh cell center (a) or the mesh vertex (b). The solution value in the node is the average over
the control volume Km.

The vertex-centered approach has a number of particular features that may help to
explain its current popularity. Comparing a cell-centered and a vertex-centered scheme
on the same mesh, the latter has fewer degrees of freedom—about half the total memory
foot-print—and more fluxes per unknown, as mentioned by Blazek [6]. Abgrall [1] ar-
gues that reconstruction schemes are more easily formulated for vertex-centered control
volumes. Moreover, as opposed to cell-centered schemes, treatment of boundary con-
ditions are facilitated by the fact that control volume centers are located precisely on the
boundary. The main computational effort in a typical FV code concerns the residual com-
putations. A solver using the vertex-centered schemes may be implemented to support
what Haselbacher et al. [18] call grid transparency: the solver loops over all edges in the
mesh to assemble the residual, regardless of the space dimension or the choice of mesh
cell type (triangles, quadrilaterals, tetrahedrons, prisms, hexahedrons). Note, however,
that an analogous construction is also possible for cell-centered methods, by looping over
a list of cell surfaces. For a detailed discussion on cell-centered versus vertex-centered
FV methods, we refer to Blazek’s book [6] and the recent review by Morton & Sonar [23].
Also other schemes than FV use a vertex-centered control volume or loop over edges.
Some examples are residual distribution schemes [2, 10], edge-based finite elements [22],
and edge-based SUPG [8].

In the context of a linear first-order hyperbolic model problem, Berggren [5] intro-
duced a vertex-centered and edge-based DG method. Below, we further explore the
properties of this DG method for higher-order elements, and for a nonlinear problem
with a shock.

2 The Discontinuous Galerkin Method

The target application for the proposed scheme is aeronautical CFD, where computa-
tions of steady states are particularly prominent. Therefore we here consider the steady
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hyperbolic model problem

∇·F (u)+γu= f in Ω,

u= g on Γ−,
(2.1)

where u is the scalar unknown quantity, F is a flux function, γ≥ 0 is a constant, f is a
source term in the computational domain Ω⊂R

2, and g defines u on the inflow bound-
ary Γ−. We divide the domain, Ω, into a set of non-overlapping control volumes Km

such that Ω=
⋃M

m=1 Km. The finite-dimensional space Vh of numerical solutions to equa-
tion (2.1) comprises functions that are continuous on each Km but in general contain jump
discontinuities at the boundaries between control volumes. The restriction on each Km

of functions in Vh are polynomials for the standard DG method. Here we consider a
different choice of functions, as described in Section 3. Each vh∈Vh can be expanded as

vh(x)=
M

∑
m=1

Nm

∑
i=1

vm
i φm

i (x)=
Ndof

∑
i=1

viφi(x),

where Nm is the number of local degrees of freedom in control volume Km, {φm
i }

Nm
i=1 is

the set of basis functions associated with control volume Km, Ndof is the total number of
degrees of freedom, and φi are the basis functions globally numbered.

The DG method is obtained by multiplying equation (2.1) by a test function vh ∈Vh,
integrating over each control volume, integrating by parts, and introducing the numerical
flux F ∗ on the boundaries. This yields that uh∈Vh solves the variational problem

∫

∂Km

vLF
∗(uL,uR,n̂)ds−

∫

Km

∇vh·F (uh)dV+γ
∫

Km

vhuh dV=
∫

Km

vh f dV, ∀vh∈Vh, ∀Km⊂Ω,

where subscripts L and R denote local (“left”) and remote (“right”) values on the bound-
ary ∂Km of control volume Km, and n̂ is the outward unit normal. The remote values are
either taken from the neighboring control volume’s boundary or, when ∂Km intersects
the domain boundary, from the supplied boundary condition data. Thus, the boundary
condition is imposed weakly through the numerical flux. In our implementation we use
the Roe numerical flux,

F ∗(uL,uR,n̂)=
1

2

(

n̂·F (uL)+n̂·F (uR)−
∣

∣n̂·F ′(ū)
∣

∣(uR−uL)
)

, (2.2)

where ū is the so called Roe average, a quantity that satisfies the mean-value property

n̂·F (uR)= n̂·F (uL)+n̂·F ′(ū)(uR−uL),

which makes the Roe flux a nonlinear generalization of upwinding.
The stability of the above scheme for linear advection problems relies on the upwind

flux, which generates a positive definite matrix representation of the operator, including
boundary conditions [5], [14, p. 359–360].
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3 The Vertex-Centered Macro Element

The finite elements of the standard (cell-centered) DG method consist of polynomials
defined separately on each mesh cell, which means that the control volumes Km discussed
in Section 2 coincide with the mesh cells, typically triangles or quadrilaterals in two space
dimensions. In our method we use another choice of control volumes Km, defined on a
so-called dual mesh.

A preprocessor constructs the dual mesh and necessary data structures; Figure 2 il-
lustrates the procedure. From the primal mesh, Figure 2a, the preprocessor constructs
the dual mesh shown in Figure 2b. A dual mesh can be constructed in several ways, as
discussed by Barth [4]; here we choose just to connect the centroids of adjacent triangles
to each other with a new edge. Although Figure 2 shows a uniform mesh, dual meshes
can be constructed for any nondegenerate mesh. Next we triangulate the dual mesh, Fig-
ure 2c, and define our finite element on each dual cell as the macro element consisting of
standard triangular Lagrange elements of order p. That is, the functions are continuous
on each Km, and piecewise polynomials of degree p on each sub triangle of Km.

Note that we allow discontinuities in the solution between adjacent dual cells, but that
the solution within each dual cell is continuous. Thus, no flux evaluations are necessary
at the internal edges between the sub triangles in the dual cells. Indeed, any internal
flux contribution would vanish since the left and right states are identical due to the
continuity of the approximating functions across such edges. Note also that the element
type and order may be different on different dual cells.

Figure 2d shows an example where all boundary macro elements and the leftmost
of the three inner macro elements are of constant type (p=0), which corresponds to the
vertex-centered FV method, whereas the center and right interior macro elements are
linear (p=1) and quadratic (p=2), respectively. Note the multiple nodes, associated with
the possibility of jump discontinuities occurring at boundaries of the dual cells.

A common method to solve a problem such as the discrete version of equation (2.1)
is to march an unsteady version of the equation to steady state using an explicit Runge–
Kutta scheme. This strategy is often combined with convergence acceleration strategies
such as local time stepping and multigrid. The crucial step in such an algorithm is the
computation of the residual, which is a vector of dimension equal to the number of de-
grees of freedom for Vh. The ith component of the residual is

ri(uh)=
∫

∂Km

φiF
∗(uL,uR,n̂)ds−

∫

Km

∇φi ·F (uh)dV,

where Km is the macro element containing the support of φi. Here we assume γ=0 and
f =0 for simplicity.

As mentioned in the introduction, implementations of the residual calculation for
vertex-centered FV methods are typically edge-based, and we now shortly indicate how to
extend this approach to the current DG method.
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(a) Primal mesh. (b) Dual mesh.

(c) Triangulated dual mesh. (d) Macro elements.

Figure 2: Preprocessing stages for generating macro elements on the dual mesh. From the primal mesh (a) the
preprocessor constructs a dual mesh (b) that contains as many polygonal dual cells Km as the number of mesh
vertices in the primal mesh. We triangulate each dual cell (c) and define a macro element on each dual cell
(d), where the white circles are the computational nodes.
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(a) An generic edge .

n̂ib n̂jb

i1 j1
∂Tib ∂Tjbui

h u
j
h

uBC

(b) A boundary edge.

Figure 3: Edge data structures with geometric data and spatial placement of the computational nodes. (a) The
triangles Ti and Tj share the boundary ∂Tij, and the outward unit normal of Ti on ∂Tij is n̂ij. Restrictions of the

function uh∈Vh onto Ti and Tj are denoted ui
h and u

j
h. (b) The boundary edge is the union of ∂Tib and ∂Tjb,

and the domain boundary outward unit normals are n̂ib and n̂jb. The domain boundary data, which is given by
the boundary condition, is denoted uBC.
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Pointers to the degrees of freedom for Vh as well as geometric information are stored
in a list associated with the edges in the primal mesh. An additional list associated with
the domain boundary edges is also required to set boundary conditions.

For each edge in the primal mesh, we associate the two primal mesh vertices i and j
connected by the edge, and the normal vector nij (with

∣

∣nij

∣

∣=
∣

∣∂Tij

∣

∣) to the intersection
of the boundaries of control volumes Ki and Kj. This information is all that is needed for
p= 0 (the finite volume case). For higher orders, we also associate two sub triangles, Ti

and Tj, of control volumes Ki and Kj, and a larger set of nodes indices (i1, i2, . . . ; j1, j2, . . . )
associated with the added degrees of freedom (Figure 3a). Nodes i1 and j1 coincide with
primal mesh vertices i and j of the FV method.

To set boundary conditions, we utilize a list of boundary edges. For each such edge,
as illustrated in Figure 3b, we associate boundary vertices i and j connected by the edge
and boundary normals nib and njb associated with the intersection of the boundaries of
control volumes Ki and Kj with the domain boundary. For higher orders, more nodes are
needed along the boundary. Additional information needs to be supplied for a curved
boundary, a case that is beyond the scope of the current discussion.

The pseudo-codes for a standard edge-based FV residual computation, and the new
extended edge-based DG version, are presented in Algorithm 1 and 2 respectively, with
common line numbering. The necessary computational quantities are defined in Figure 3,
and in Algorithm 2 we use dof(D)={k |D⊂supp(φk)} to denote the degrees of freedom
for a basis function with support in the region D. The residual contribution functions are

CompFluxFV(∂T,uL,uR,n̂)=
∫

∂T
F ∗(uL,uR,n̂)ds,

CompFluxDG(∂T,uL,uR,n̂,v)=
∫

∂T
vF ∗(uL,uR,n̂)ds,

CompVolumeDG(T,u,v)=−
∫

T
∇v·F (u)dV.

The computation of the residual consists of three stages,

1. a loop over all edges in the mesh to compute residual contributions from the equa-
tion (lines 2–12),

2. a loop over all boundary edges to set boundary condition data (lines 13–19),

3. a loop over all boundary edges to compute residual contributions from the bound-
ary conditions (lines 20–28).

Again note that the DG method reduces to the FV method for constant basis functions,
that is, Algorithm 2 is then equivalent to Algorithm 1 since the DG flux integral computa-
tion CompFluxDG(∂T,uL,uR,n̂,1) is equal to its FV counterpart CompFluxFV(∂T,uL,uR,n̂),
and the DG volume integral computation CompVolumeDG(T,u,1) is equal to zero. We use
Gauss quadrature to evaluate all integrals. The evaluation of the basis functions in the
integration points is done once, in the preprocessor, on a reference element. When coding
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Algorithm 1: Edge-Based FV Residual.

1: r=0
2: for all edges e do
3: i, j,n̂ij,∂Tij←GetEdgeInfo(e)
4:

5: ri← ri+CompFluxFV(∂Tij,u
i
h,u

j
h,n̂ij)

6: rj← rj+CompFluxFV(∂Tij,u
j
h,ui

h,−n̂ij)
7:
8:

9:

10:
11:
12: end for
13: for all boundaries B do
14: for all boundary edges e∈B do
15: i, j,n̂ib,n̂jb,∂Tib,∂Tjb←GetEdgeInfo(e)

16: uBC←SetBCData(∂Tib,ui
h,n̂ib)

17: uBC←SetBCData(∂Tjb,u
j
h,n̂jb)

18: end for
19: end for
20: for all boundaries B do
21: for all boundary edges e∈B do
22: i, j,n̂ib,n̂jb,∂Tib,∂Tjb←GetEdgeInfo(e)
23:

24: ri← ri+CompFluxFV(∂Tib,ui
h,uBC,n̂ib)

25: rj← rj+CompFluxFV(∂Tjb,u
j
h,uBC,n̂jb)

26:
27: end for
28: end for

Algorithm 2: Edge-Based DG Residual.

1: r=0
2: for all edges e do
3: i, j,n̂ij,∂Tij,Ti,Tj←GetEdgeInfo(e)
4: for all m∈dof(Ti)∩dof(∂Tij) and

n∈dof(Tj)∩dof(∂Tij) do

5: rm← rm+CompFluxDG(∂Tij,u
i
h,u

j
h,n̂ij,φm)

6: rn← rn+CompFluxDG(∂Tij,u
j
h,ui

h,−n̂ij,φn)
7: end for
8: for all m∈dof(Ti) and n∈dof(Tj) do

9: rm← rm+CompVolumeDG(Ti,u
i
h,φm)

10: rn← rn+CompVolumeDG(Tj,u
j
h,φn)

11: end for
12: end for
13: for all boundaries B do
14: for all boundary edges e∈B do
15: i, j,n̂ib,n̂jb,∂Tib,∂Tjb←GetEdgeInfo(e)

16: uBC←SetBCData(∂Tib,ui
h,n̂ib)

17: uBC←SetBCData(∂Tjb,u
j
h,n̂jb)

18: end for
19: end for
20: for all boundaries B do
21: for all boundary edges e∈B do
22: i, j,n̂ib,n̂jb,∂Tib,∂Tjb←GetEdgeInfo(e)
23: for all m∈dof(∂Tib) and n∈dof(∂Tjb) do

24: rm← rm+CompFluxDG(∂Tib,ui
h,uBC,n̂ib,φm)

25: rn← rn+CompFluxDG(∂Tjb,u
j
h,uBC,n̂jb,φn)

26: end for
27: end for
28: end for
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the algorithm, several performance-enhancing modifications can be done, for example at

lines 5–6 of Algorithm 1. Since CompFluxFV(∂Tij,u
i
h,u

j
h,n̂ij) is equal to−CompFluxFV(∂Tij,u

j
h,ui

h,−n̂ij),
the numerical flux only has to be computed once. At the corresponding lines of Algo-
rithm 2, a similar simplification can be done since theF ∗(uL,uR,n̂) part of the CompFluxDG
integral has the same property for all nodes of the two triangles at a given quadrature
point. Another note is that some codes, for example Edge, loop over boundary nodes and
not boundary edges, but to keep a consistency with the interior treatment of edges, we
choose to loop over boundary edges.

4 Numerical Results

We study a linear and a nonlinear model problem of the form (2.1). In both cases, the
exact solution is known explicitly. The linear model problem is used to numerically de-
termine the convergence rate and compare the number of degrees of freedom required
to reach a certain error level, for the different orders of approximation. To demonstrate
the method’s ability to handle shocks, we consider Burgers’ equation and apply a simple
hp-adaption strategy to handle the shock region.

The Linear Model Problem

The linear model problem of advection–reaction type is given by setting, in equation (2.1),

F (u)=βu, with β=
[

cos 2π
9 ,sin 2π

9

]T
, γ=1, and f =0. The boundary conditions are given

by

g(x,y)=







sin2πx, x∈ [0,1], y=0,

−exp
(

−γy
√

β2
f +1

)

sin2πβ f y, x=0, y∈ (0,1],

where β f =β1/β2. The expression above for x=0, y∈ (0,1] is derived so that the solution
in (0,1)×(0,1) coincides with the one obtained by solving the same equation in the upper
half plane subject to the inflow boundary condition sin2πx on the x-axis. Note that the
Roe average ū in (2.2) does not have to be evaluated since F ′(ū)=β.

Table 1 presents the results of the convergence study. To solve the resulting linear
system, the sparse direct solver SuperLU [11] was used. The problem is solved on each
mesh of a sequence of six successively refined meshes, and for each implemented type
of macro element. The numerically observed convergence rate s in ‖u−uh‖L2(Ω)≤Chs is

of optimal order, that is, s= p+1. Figure 4 depicts the L2(Ω)-error as a function of the
number of degrees of freedom Ndof. The figure shows that an increase of the order of
the method substantially reduces the number of degrees of freedom needed to compute
a solution with a given error.
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Table 1: The L2(Ω)-error, ‖u−uh‖L2(Ω), numerical order of convergence, s, and the number of degrees

of freedom Ndof, for the linear model problem, for each mesh in a sequence of six successively refined
meshes, using macro elements based on Lagrange triangles of different orders p.

constant, p=0 linear, p=1

hmax ‖u−uh‖L2(Ω) s Ndof ‖u−uh‖L2(Ω) s Ndof

h0 1.8558×10−1 − 185 3.5491×10−3 − 1249
2−1h0 1.1685×10−1 0.67 697 8.5294×10−4 2.06 4793
2−2h0 6.8506×10−2 0.77 2705 2.0608×10−4 2.05 18769
2−3h0 3.8030×10−2 0.85 10657 5.0122×10−5 2.04 74273
2−4h0 2.0356×10−2 0.90 42305 1.2322×10−5 2.02 295489
2−5h0 1.0660×10−2 0.93 168577 3.0512×10−6 2.01 1178753

quadratic, p=2 cubic, p=3

hmax ‖u−uh‖L2(Ω) s Ndof ‖u−uh‖L2(Ω) s Ndof

h0 2.9501×10−4 − 3337 5.8787×10−6 − 6449
2−1h0 4.3033×10−5 2.78 12905 3.3308×10−7 4.14 25033
2−2h0 5.8880×10−6 2.87 50737 1.9522×10−8 4.09 98609
2−3h0 7.7203×10−7 2.93 201185 1.1674×10−9 4.06 391393
2−4h0 1.0202×10−7 2.92 801217 7.0708×10−11 4.05 1559489
2−5h0 1.3564×10−8 2.91 3197825 4.3273×10−12 4.03 6225793

p=3
p=2
p=1
p=0

log10(Ndof)

lo
g

10
(‖

u
−

u
h
‖

L
2
(Ω

))

765432

0

-2

-4

-6

-8

-10

-12

Figure 4: The L2(Ω)-error, ‖u−uh‖L2(Ω), depending on the number of degrees of freedom, Ndof, for macro

elements based on Lagrange triangles of different orders p.
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The Nonlinear Model Problem

This model problem is chosen to assess the method’s performance for a nonlinear case
that develops a shock, and to demonstrate how hp-adaption can be utilized in the method.
We consider the classic inviscid Burgers’ equation in one dimension, in which the time t
is viewed as a second space variable y:

1

2
(u2)x+uy =0 in Ω.

Thus in equation (2.1), F (u)= 1
2

[

u2,2u
]T

,γ= 0, and f = 0. The boundary conditions are
given by

g(x,y)=



















1−2x, x∈ (0,2/3], y=0,

−1/3, x∈ (2/3,1), y=0,

1, x=0, y∈ (0,1],

−1/3, x=1, y∈ (0,1].

The Roe average ū in (2.2) is ū=(uL+uR)/2 and F ′(ū)= [ū,1]T.

Figure 5 presents the different stages of the solution process, using hp-adaption. The
numerical solution using linear macro elements and the mesh of Figure 5a is shown in
Figure 5b. Artificial oscillations are clearly visible locally on the elements covering the
shock. The shock detector by Krivodonova et al. [21] was then used to mark the elements
in the vicinity of the shock. The marked elements are then h-refined, by refining the
corresponding cells of the primal mesh, and then updating the dual mesh accordingly.

Next, a new solution is computed on the new mesh and the h-adaption is performed
once more, resulting in the mesh shown in Figure 5c. The solution on this twice refined
mesh is shown in Figure 5d. Figure 5e shows a close-up of the shock region with the
marked edges that were found by the shock detector shown in black. The gray straight
line marks the exact location of the shock.

Finally, the orders of the macro elements marked in Figure 5e are reduced to con-
stants, and the solver is iterated to steady state. This effectively removes the artificial
oscillations, as illustrated by Figure 5f. The presented shock handling, by hp-adaption,
is easy to implement and reduces the adverse effects of the reduced order on elements
covering the shock. As with other numerical methods, lowering the order in the vicinity
of the shocks, to avoid oscillations, provides a pollution effect in general (a rare exception
is found in [20]). Thus for the Euler equations, for instance, we cannot expect better than
first-order accuracy downstream of a shock, see [7, 13]. Alternative approaches for shock
capturing, such as the use of limiters or artificial viscosity, are out of the scope of this
article but will be studied in the future.
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(b) Solution on initial dual mesh.
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(d) Solution on dual mesh after two h-
refinements.
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(e) Close-up of the shock. Edges
marked by the shock detector (black)
and exact shock location (gray line).
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(f) Solution on dual mesh after hp-
adaption.

Figure 5: Process of solving the nonlinear model problem with initially linear macro elements, using hp-adaption.
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5 Conclusions

The new vertex-centered edge-based DG method shows great promise; besides sharing
the advantages of the standard DG, the method admits previously incompatible FV soft-
ware to be extended using higher-order DG. The numerical convergence rate is optimal
for the chosen smooth linear model problem. Artificial oscillations have been shown
to stay localized around discontinuities. Moreover, the oscillations can successfully be
treated by using a shock detector and hp-adaption.
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